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Before the Cambrian explosion, life on Earth was simple and small. It was composed either of individual cells, or of microscopic, multicellular organisms — or at least so we thought. Scientists have ...
Researchers Might Have Found Earliest Evidence of Animal Life on Earth
What if Earth's atmosphere was infused with extra carbon dioxide, mused amateur scientist Eunice Foote in an 1856 research paper that concluded the gas was very good at absorbing heat.
No 'eureka moment': the evolution of climate science
SCIENTISTS appear to have shattered one of the most popular theories about life on Mars, appearing to show for the very first time that the Red Planet is even drier than previously thought.
Life on Mars theory shattered as new study offers alternate explanation to water
Animals may have evolved because the Earth’s rotation slowed, resulting in longer days and higher oxygen, according to new research published in Nature Geosciences. The rise of oxygen was necessary ...
Did the slowing of the earth’s rotation create life as we know it?
Abbott executive Dr. Nick West believes the company offers the "best-in-class" drug-eluting stent with its Xience platform.
Abbott CMO Dr. Nick West touts latest iteration of drug-eluting stent
Researchers at Trinity College Dublin have uncovered evidence which suggests that evolution can occur much faster than previously believed.
Irish team’s study of Indonesian bird reveals evolution can happen faster than had been thought
Professional football players are over three times more likely to develop a "neurodegenerative disease", with repeated headers likely to blame, research suggests. Footballers have long been known to ...
'Footballs should be sold with a health warning': Repeated headers more than triple risk of 'neurodegenerative disease', study suggests
Nitrogen is a gas that mostly appears colorless or odorless and constitutes 78% of the Earth’s current atmosphere. But nitrogen is produced in stars shining throughout the Universe, similar to most of ...
Study Offers Observational Evidence of Origin of Nitrogen-Rich Field Stars
Two asteroids (203 Pompeja and 269 Justitia) have been discovered with a redder spectrum than any other object in the asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter. The discovery was led by HASEGAWA Sunao, ...
Discovery of very red bodies in the asteroid belt that resemble trans-Neptunian objects
A Canadian geologist may have found the earliest fossil record of animal life on Earth, according to a report published on Wednesday (Jul 28) in ...
Oldest fossils of animals may be in Canada rocks, study says
While the United States cherishes its identity as a nation of immigrants, the country's immigration policies are historically characterized by cycles of ...
Illegal, Alien, or Immigrant: The Politics of Immigration Reform
Researchers conducting a serosurveillance study of a North American deer species have provided evidence of exposure to severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) among the animals ...
Oh deer! Antibodies to SARS-CoV-2 detected in 40% of wild white-tailed deer in four U.S. states
From the general reaction to the Netflix quarterlies, there's negativity from many sources. Looking longer term we think the Netflix evolution continues ...
Netflix evolution — the mid-year figures in perspective
Relaxing of control measures such as mask wearing and social distancing at a time when most of a population has been vaccinated against COVID-19 greatly increases the probability of the emergence of a ...
Evolutionary modeling warns of COVID-19 vaccine resistance
Iceland may be the last exposed remnant of a nearly Texas-size continent — called Icelandia — that sank beneath the North Atlantic Ocean about 10 million years ago ...
Iceland may be the tip of a sunken continent
By Brooklyn Neustaeter, CTVNews.ca writer Click here for updates on this story TORONTO, Ontario (CTV Network) -- A new study has ...
New evidence of menopause in killer whales puzzles scientists
Scientists have found new evidence of menopause in killer whales – raising fascinating questions about how and why it evolved. Most animals breed throughout their lives. Only humans and four whale ...
New evidence of menopause in killer whales
While the World Health Organisation (WHO) this year has raised concerns about poor availability of Covid-19 vaccines in lower-income countries, this inequity is also echoed in this new study on ...
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